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ABSTRACT 

Some aspects of the photogrammet:ric process transposition on 
holoGrams :related to hologram recordings and plottings , holo
graphic image size , holo8:ram compilation using photogrammetric 
ste:reomodels anu establishine image distorsions owing to holo
gram orientation e:r:rors as against re~erence beam axe presen
ted in this paper: . 
After establishu1g linear: exterior orientation elements ha -
ving a ± 8 mm accuracy and the angular ones having about 30 
min, we can obtain errors of + 12 mm in x and y directions and 
:t o. 17 mm in z direction . -
Zeiss- ste:reocomparator provided with a special device to mea
su.I:e virtual holoc;:raphic image was used, in order: to study 
these problems . 

The possibility to obtain three - dimensional images by means 
of holograms confronted photog:rammet.I:ists with the problem of 
using holography in topographic map compilations . 

Attempts made in o.rde.r to transpose the photogrammet:ric proces-
ses on holo..:;:rams axe in the stage of working with second -
generation holograms . 

First generation holograms we.I:e used to obtain th.r:ee - dimen
sional measu.rements of holog.I:aphic images made f.r:om stationa
ry objects . 

Second-generation holog.ram problems dwell upon the possibility 
to make holog.I:ams f.rom photog:rammet.r:ic ste.r:eomodels , to esta
blish holographic image deformations,the optical filtering in 
coherent light fo.r automatic aerial photointe.r:p:retations,as 
well as,one and two-dimensional optical correlation fo:r photo-
8Xam, holographic contouring necessary in o:rthJphoto:rectifica
tion , the terrain model digitizing and the planimetric elem~s 
aiming at automatic topog.raphic map . 
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This paper presents some aspects regarding the transposition 
or photogrammetric processes on holograms related to recording 
and reading holograma,the possibility to make holograms from 
photogrammetric stereomodela,~he establishment of holographic 
image deformations due to errors in hologram orientation 
against the reference beam,aa well as, the photograms hologra -
phic contouring, all of them on mathematical and experimental 
baseso In order to study these problems,we used both a zeiss 
Stereoplanigraph and a Stereocomparator; we also designed and 
built a special device able to generate and read holograms,aa 
well as, to make their optical correlationo 

1. HOLOGRAMS OF PHOTOGRAM.METRIC STEREOMODELS 

The moat important problem of the photogrammetric processes 
transpositions on holograms consists in making the ground sur
face holograms. As compared to classical photography,hologra
phy implies not only special technology and conditions,but 
proper stability (} /4 } during reccrding.This is easy to do 
in the laboratory with small objects,but nearly impossible to 
do it with large objects,namely the ground surface.That is why 
attempts are made to obtain ground surface holograms from pho
togrammetric stereomodels. 

The present-day efforts, as well as, a number of significant 
achievements are not made by photograrrunetrists ,but by specia
lists from other fields of activity such as stereoscopic tele
vision [ 1] , which do not give me asurable stereomodels. 

In order to make holograms from photogrammetric stereomodels, 
we built the optical arrangement and the device we present in 

Figure 1. 

The basic optical elements of this device are the lens expan
ding (L1 ) and collimating (L~) light beams,(o1 ,o,o~)rectifying 
plane mirrors orienting beams to (H) holographic plate and 
making equal the optical paths. 

In order to make holograms, we took a model stereoscopic pair 
(Figure 3) at a 1:30 and an aerial photo pair at a 1:81 500 sca
le. The photograms were centred using two special devices; 
then, they were projected and overlapped on common details; 



next, holographic plates are recorded and processed photogra -
plilc ally. 
These tests have proved holograms achi~ements from photogram
metric stereomodels to be quite a possibility. 

Some difficulties arising from image measurement are related 
to the floating mark and its introduction into the hologra -
p:u.c mode 1. 

Figure 1. An optical arrangement able to make holograms from 
photogrammetric stereomodels. 

~. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE FORMATION ACCUWCY 

Because we are concerned with hologram measurement problems, 
we tried to obtain data concerning holographic image pointing 

and accuracy and the hologram orient at ion e lament inf'luances 
on point locations on holog~ams, in this pape~. 

As test objects, we used both holograms of some small details 
placed at ~ 40 em depth and a control grid.A ~tereoplanigraph 
and a Stereocomparator were used to make measurements. The 
angle between the reference beam and the signal beam was about 
29°31' ,having the same accuracy as that used during recording. 
A measured point location on the hologram can be determined, 
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depending on the ground point coordinates and the reference 

beam loca tion (Figure 2). 
X 

z 
Figure 2 

Coordinate system origin is set at the hologram center with 
the x- axis normal to the hologram plane. 
A point coordinates of the holographic image,expressed in 
terms of Cf ,L0 and R are: 

X = R cos c.r sin w 
y = R sin '-( ( 1) 

z = R cos '{! cos c.v 
In order to determine the pointing accuracy, as in case of 
the photogrammetric moael pointings, a number of 150 paintings 
were made,obtaining the following values !"or accuracy estima
tion: 

~~ X = !. o • o5 mm; Ll Y = .:!:. o • o 9 mm 
A rectangular grid measured in a Stereocomparator was selec
ted as test object in establishing the holographic image for
mation accuracy,and the following values have resulted: 

;j X = !. o. o6 rnm; .6 Y = .:!:. o. o8 mm 

In a measuring sys tern, a hologram can be orientated until the 
virtual image coincides with the object.Residual errors in 
plate orientation appear as interference fringe deformations 
which can be observed and eli:lJ.inated making a new hologram 
orient at ion. 
A.fter hologram measuring in its coiTect position,we changed 
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the orientation of elements and made new measurements. 

As a result of our tests, we found tha t an accuracy of ! 8 mm 

for X
0

, ¥
0

, Z
0 

and of 30 minutes for Cf , w and X. in de te rmi

ning exterior ·orientation elements has resulted in the .t'ollow-

ing point coordinate errors: 

6X = 6¥ = ,:t o.,l2 mm; ,6 Z =!, o.l7 mm 

4.,PHOI'OGRAM HOLOGRAPHIC CONTOURING 

As we already mentioned, the process of IU9.1ring terrain pro

files against various directions is necessary for photograms 

differential rectification, as well as, for terrain model digi
tizing., 

Papers treating optical methods for information coherent pro

ceasing showed that optical correlators can be used in corres

pondent image selections and in optical filtering.In this pa

per, we present the mathematical base for one-dimensional 

correlation and the optical coiTelator used, in order to ob
tain altitude information as parallax profiles.In order to 

teat one-dimensional optical coiTelation,a terrain configu
ration model was built; next, a ate reese opic photo and a holo

gram of this model were made (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. The Photogram ..: model 

The teiTain configurations were built step by step, in order 

to write contour and Fourier transform equations more easily 

for a certain direction (Figure 4). 



y 

Figure 4 
The solution is given for the first two steps of the profile, 
the equation 

t ( x, 

The Fourier 
expresion: 

-b 
F ( t )= j 

y 

having the 
•' 

0 

ml 
) = 

l 
m2 
ml 
0 

transform of 

form: 

J x< - a . - a x< b J . - b X< c 
' 
' 

c x < d 
. X ) d J 

the function t (x,y) is 

c 

+ :.? r· eipc_e ipd] = 
l.p 

The complex conjugate has the form: 

mli [ . L • • pd . I m2i [ -ipc ipbj ·T=p- e lPo_e 1.pa+e 1 -e 1.pc . + p- e +e 

According to the argument delay rule, we have: 

(2) 

given by 

T(p,y) 

[ ] [ J 
ix1 p . ix1 p 

F t 1 {x-x1 ,y) =F t 1 (x,y) • e = T1(p,y)e 

The one - dimensional transform of the first photogram has 
the form: 

ixlp ml [ . b . . d . J ixlp 
Tl{p,y)e = ip e-l.p -•l.pa+el.P -•l.pc e 

m2 [ . . b J ixlp ~ el.PC.e-l.P e 

the 

(4) 

{5) 

{ 6) 

The interferometric model recorded as a hologram of the first 
photogram is: 

E:r<xr,Y:rl=R~ + ~P [ ml (e-ipb_;ipa+eipd_.ipc + m2{eipc_e-ipbl] 
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e-ip{xR-xl) + R~i [ ml (eipb_eipa+e-ipd_eipc) + m2 

( 8 -ipc_8 -ipb)} eip (xR-xl) (7) 

The terrain conJUgate image of the second photogram has the 
form: 

(8) 

The Fourier transform is given by the expression: 

Tl(piy) eip(xl+px) = [ ml(e-ipb_e-ipa+eipd_eipc) + 

+m
2 

(eipc-eipb>J • 8 ip(x1 + Px) (9) 

2 c-.- X where ~~ f p = , f is the phase pulsation. 
)._ 1 

The correlation function is given by the member - by - member 
product of the equetions (7) and (9) : 

r (f)~ R2 [ ml (e -i pb_e i pa+e ipd_e ipc )+m2( e ipc -eipb) J ~e ip{xip~ + 

+% fm
1

( 8 -ipb ... e-ipa_8 ip)+m
2

(8 ipc_8 ipb) J ~8 -ip(xT-~x1-px)-
p 

- ~ r· m (eipb_e-ipa+e-ipd_e-ipc) + m (e-ipc_.ipd)+m 
p~ 1 2 1 

(e-ipb_8 -ipa+8 ipd_8 ipc )+m
2

(8 -ipc_8 ipb) J 8 ip(xR+px) (lo) 

Taking the coordinates of the x
0

,y
0 

output plane,the third 

term of the equation ( lo) is the correlating signal or the 
filter output, and it is given by the curve presented in 

Figure 5. 
Xo 

----''------<...__---4-- -----~-~----------- Yo 
-a -b 0 c d 

~igure 5 

The point coordinates at the correlator output are given by: 

y
0 

= y, with no transformation ; 
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XR X < - a 0 

XR + Px . 
- a < xo < - "b J 

xo :: XR + 2p X 
. , - b< xo <. c (11) 

XR + Px , C< xo < d 

XR . xo '/ d , 
where Px is the longitudinal parallax due to the model step 
level differences. 
For our tests, we designed and built a device for making holo
grams and holographic model plottings. 

'l'he optical scheme for the one-dimensional correlator is pre
sented in Figure 6. 
Generally, the main optical elernents are included in the 
arrangement in Figure 1. In the profile making stage.the pro
cessing is facilitated by use of a narrow beam for hologram 
scanning. 
SCanning is made by a prism which, using a translation accom
panied by a direction change,produ ces a disJila:::ement of the 
laser beam,making possible continuous reading of the image to 
be processed. 

Figure 6. An optical arrangement able to make holograms and 
one-dimensional correl~tion. 

After the photogram and the hologram have been Aligned (Fig. 7 ), 
the prism as the mob1le part of the device makes the image 

scanning, in order to obtain profiles we need . 

The holographic method used in making pr of iles was 
tested with aerial photographs.The obtained results were used 
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for the photogram o.rttophotorectification at a 1:5000 scale and 
for making ~thophotomaps at the same scale . 
In order to evaluate the ace uracy of the profiling holographic 
method,some profiles were determined by interpolation methods, 
using a Felix 256 computer and by direct levelling operations 
in the field.The maximum height errors were of .! 1.5 m, which 
satisfies o.rthophoto-re ct if icat ion requirements ., 
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Figure 7o Profiles obtained by holographic model plot~ing. 

Based on the preble rrS we treated and the results we obtained, 

we can draw some conclusions : 
- one-and two - dimensional optical correlation based on 

Fourier transforms holograms can be used in relative coordi
nate measurements and in terrain profile making necessary 
for o.rthophotorectification; 

- photogrammetric stereomodel holograms made by photograms 
overlapping can be successfuly used in the ground surface 
mapping; 

- use of the Fourier holograms of photogran.metric models ,does 
not require highly precise determination of the hologram re
lative orientation elements; 

- in the future,difficulties due to floating mark introduc
tion into the holographic model could be eliminated using 
opt i cal 1' i be rs • 

If we hypothesize that the abovementioned difficulties will 
be overcome 1 in the future,we should consider the possibility 
to use holograms in topographic map compilations,to store 
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data as holographic storage and to use holocrams as a new data 
dis play method . 
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